
Diversification

Diversification might sound like a fancy term

in the financial world but we diversify when

it comes to making personal choices; apply

to several universities instead of just making

a single application, take on different subjects

in O and A levels to get a better grounding

of most subjects, get clothes from different

retailers rather than buying our entire

wardrobe from one. The reason that goes

behind all these decisions is to reap the

benefits of diversification and limit the risk of

relying on one source too heavily.

In terms of investing money, diversification

is a process which tries to smooth out the

risk associated with a particular investment

by increasing the variety of investments

included in the portfolio.

You could hit it big during good times by

investing solely in one stock or sector. But

this strategy can be devastating if the market

crashes and leaves you with a basket of

broken eggs.

By investing in multiple asset categories,

sectors and countries you're less likely to get

hurt if one fares poorly.
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Familiar with the old English

idiom that says

 “don't put all your
eggs in one

basket”
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different ways to diversify

Mutual funds:
The easiest
way to
diversify

Many people simply don't have enough money to invest in a broad array of

individual stocks, bonds and other assets. Moreover, they don't have the time

and energy to research and monitor a wide variety of assets. For these investors,

mutual funds may represent the most sensible option.

Mutual funds are, by definition, diversified. A single fund can hold securities from

hundreds of issuers. Funds are professionally managed providing an easy and

cost-effective way to invest within asset categories, across different asset

categories, investment styles, and globally.

Diversifying within an asset category.  By diversifying
within an asset category, you can reduce the impact on
your investments when a specific security performs poorly.
For instance, consider that there are two metal companies
'Johnson' and 'Kachins' selling the same kind and quality
of metal.

Suppose that there is no diversification and you only invest
in Johnson. If a firm specific calamity occurs, like a fire in
a Johnson factory then you will incur a major loss in
Johnson whereas Kachins would be profitable. However,
if you were to diversify and buy shares in Johnson and
Kachins, both, then the large loss in Johnson would be
offset by the equally large gain in Kachins. Hence by
diversifying in the same industry, an investor can reduce
the risk of being associated with a single company.

The same concept can be applied to asset classes for
example bonds. By having a portfolio of bonds with different
maturities, different organizational backing and different
yields, you can hedge yourself from the risk associated
with holding a particular kind only.

Diversifying among different asset categories. Having
a different mix of assets in the portfolio, can reduce the
risk attached with any single asset. For instance, if you
have a portfolio constituting of only stocks, with the equity
market performing poorly, the overall value of the portfolio

will also reduce. For example, pension schemes which
were invested heavily in equity, during the credit crunch
suffered inauspicious returns and even losses whereas
schemes that were invested with a good mix of T-bills,
TFCs and bonds were well funded.

Thus selecting a good mix of asset categories can ensure
that you are not exposed to the risk of any one asset class
which may be performing poorly.

Diversifying across investment styles. Value and growth
stocks do not usually move in tandem. In one year, one
style typically outperforms the other. It's somewhat like
shopping; sometimes there's nothing better than a bargain
and other times it's better to spend a little more for
something special.

Growth stocks tend to be more volatile than value stocks
and are associated with higher levels of risk and return.

Diversifying globally. If the local financial market is
suffering from a bearish trend, by diversifying globally you
can reduce the risk of the domestic financial market.
Although investing overseas includes some additional
risks, such as currency fluctuations and political uncertainty,
by diversifying globally the overall portfolio volatility can
be offset.
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